Cooperation of SA “Ukrinformnauka” with Crossref
Subscription agency «Ukrinformnauka» started its activities in 2009. The impetus for the creation of the agency was the decision of the Council of the International Association of Academies of Sciences (IAAS) that dealt with the initiative of the Council of Book Publishing at IAAS to launch a joint subscription catalog of scientific periodicals academies and organizations - members of IAAS. Objective - creating a unified scientific information space. In view of the feasibility of establishing a “Union Catalog of Periodicals Published by Academies of Sciences - IAAS Members”, the subscription agency «Ukrinformnauka» aims to inform scientists and professionals and students about the work of institutions and Academies of Sciences - members of IAAS, simplify finding and ordering academic journals and papers of scientists.
The website of the subscription agency «Ukrinformnauka» has information on periodicals of NAS of Ukraine – general academic magazines, books, monographs, in printed or electronic form; get advice on the subscriptions for scientific periodical.

u-i-n.com.ua
Since 2014 the subscription agency «Ukrinformnauka» has been offering digital services in assignment of DOI.

SA “Ukrinformnauka” offers services for the assignment of DOI. The unique DOI code, unlike a bibliographic reference, can be recognized without errors when searching on the Internet. By making a request on the CrossRef website (https://www.crossref.org/) for DOI, you can obtain not only the description of the article but also a link to its full text.

Content:
- List of journals receiving DOI through the Subscription Agency “Ukrinformnauka”
- DOI, CrossRef agency
- Creating a web resource according to CrossRef requirements
- Concluding an agreement on obtaining DOI
- Formation of application for DOI
- Registration of received DOIs in CrossRef
- Disclosure of received and activated DOI
- Registration of article lists of literature
- Obtaining DOI for books
- Depositing metadata for scientific publications into the CrossRef database by downloading XML files
2014:
1 organisation
1 prefix
~10 journals
*Crossref Member

2019:
21 organisation
22 prefixes
162 journals
*Crossref Sponsoring Member

After the launch of the program the *Initiative for Open Citation*, in 2017, SA «Ukrinformnauka» was one of the first who added partners to the list of publishers with open references
Joining to Crossref stimulated:

❖ Creation of new sites, according to international standards
❖ Professional translation from Ukrainian to English
❖ New reference lists’ formatting, according to international styles (APA, Harvard, etc.)
❖ Higher level of reviewing, plagiarism checking, etc.

We’re trying to be familiar with new applications and products by Crossref.

Also, we demand registering reference lists immediately after DOI assigning. Now our partners using Metadata Manager (and everybody is very satisfied with it), WebDeposit Form, also some of them use XML files for information depositing
Help we provide for our partners:

- Methodological literature (online and printed)
- Master classes (in person or by phone) with editorial staff, especially during first registration; also in other cities
- Seminars and conferences
- Technical support

Once per year, National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine and publishing house “Akademperyodika” organize a large scientific and practical conference ‘Scientific Periodicals: Traditions and Innovations’, and there we have a whole section about DOIs, their importance and necessity, registration process, websites, etc.
THANKS FOR YOUR ATTENTION!